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Dr. Vyto Babrauskas
•

Dr. Vyto Babrauskas was a long-time researcher at The
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
where he developed the two primary tools for measuring
heat release rate of fires—the Cone Calorimeter and the
large-scale furniture calorimeter.

•

He was awarded the first-ever Ph.D. degree in fire
protection engineering, from the University of California,
Berkeley, he also holds degrees in Physics and Structural
Engineering.

•

He is the author of over 350 articles and reports and three
reference books: Heat Release in Fires, Fire Behavior of
Upholstered Furniture and Mattresses, and the Ignition
Handbook, which is the standard science reference work
for fire investigators.

•

He is finalizing the preparation of his newest book,
Electrical Fires and Explosions.

• Overview: Neglected areas of fire safety.
• How to learn from past fire incidents.

Outline of the
presentation

• Why competent guard/patrol services may
be crucial.
• Steps and ideas to avoid repeating past
mistakes.
• Concluding remarks.

What is fire safety?
• Fire safety is any activity that promotes a
reduction of fire incidence, or reduces fire losses,
injuries, or fatalities.
• Needs science to perform optimally, but fundamentally
it is a practical and experience-based activity;
• Solutions must be envisioned on an empirical and
experiential basis;
• Science can help to quantify the problems and the
solutions – but science cannot be the basis of the
needed “wide-angle view”: human experience is
needed for this.

• Fire Safety has been a concern for millennia
• But fire science became significant in the early 1970s;
• It is flourishing, with 4 major fire science journals.

• Unwillingness to learn from past failures
• The most important shortcoming.

5 areas of improvement
① Learning from fire incidents in a systematic way;
② Studying fires in residential houses;
③ Collecting statistics which are meaningful;
④ Developing cost-effective codes and standards;
⑤ Considering the unintended consequences of fire safety
provisions.

Babrauskas, V., Some Neglected Areas in Fire
Safety Engineering, Fire Science & Technology
(Tokyo) 32:1, 35-48 (2013). This is an openaccess publication you can download freely.

Fire incidents are failures
•

A fire incident is a failure
• In the very strictest sense, this is not true, but for
all practical purposes, these concepts are
identical.

•

Accidental fires & incendiary fires
• Both are failures of fire safety systems;
• We do not consider the arsonist’s point of view in
establishing the societal response.

•

Purposive, legal demolition of buildings by
fire:
• This is the exception, but it is extraordinarily rare;
• One of these rare examples is in California –
Each year during their annual training, fire
investigators get to burn down a barracks
building at Camp San Luis Obispo.

Learning from failures
• While arson is much harder to prevent than accidental
fire, occurrence of arson can be reduced by certain
appropriate fire safety and facilities security measures.
• Arson fires are fire safety failures, even though it is
not possible to eliminate all arson by suitable fire
safety measures.

• Learning from failures is an accepted procedure in
other fields/sectors.
• For example, the ASME Boiler Code’s origin goes
back to the late 19th Century;
• Aircraft and nuclear power plants (Each aircraft
incident and each NPP incident prompts a serious
investigation).

• Why are we not doing the same thing when it
comes to fire safety?
• Aircraft and nuclear sectors provide basic examples
of how things could be done;
• Main difference: fire safety is not as rigorously
regulated.

Learning from fire incidents
in a systematic way
• We need systematic fire investigations of
serious fires
• Two basic requirements:
• The fires must be investigated by a
professional;
• The findings must be disseminated.

• Today, every significant fire is attended by
two investigators
• A fire department investigator and an
insurance investigator;
• But this does not help…

• The systematic collection and publishing of
data;
• We need to collect data of all serious fires,
and publish this information.

Existing investigation system
• It does not work!
• The fire department investigator generally only looks to see if
arson was committed.
• The report is generally not disseminated, but may sometimes be
obtained.

• The insurance investigator (with often an engineer) is much
more thorough.
• But the report is proprietary and is never available to the public to learn
from failures.

Three suggested solutions
Solution 1

All serious fires should be investigated in the context
of an established, governmental investigation system.

It must be mandatory to establish a competent

Solution 2 guard/patrol service for certain high-risk situations.

Scientific journals to deliver information pertinent to

Solution 3 fire incidents and present engineering analyses.

Why is solution 1 needed?
• In most countries fire investigation is only done by the responding
fire department.
• Most fire departments do not have engineers or technical specialists;
• Insurance companies hires their own competent technical specialists;
• In highly tragic fires, the government often organize an official enquiry.

• Result: no opportunity to learn from failures
• A successful solution will require a systematic way of collecting, analyzing,
and then disseminating relevant information;
• This should be done by the national government, using professional
investigators.

• A “blue ribbon” panel for major disasters is the WRONG solution.
• It may have eminent members, but almost never are the members
professional fire investigators;
• It is not possible for even the most-distinguished professor or engineer to
competently investigate a major fire if they do not have experience in this
area.

Case studies from the USA
• National Fire Incident Reporting System (NFIRS) tabulates data
on fires:
• Limited information and highly corrupt data.

• During the 1980s two efforts were functioning with regards to
national investigations:
1. NFPA Fire Investigations Department;
2. The US Fire Administration contract staff responsible for
investigating major fires.

• No longer any system in place for investigating fires and
disseminating information on lessons learned.
For more information
•
•
•

Icove, D. J., and Hargrove, T. K., Project Arson: Uncovering the True Arson Rate in the United States, pp. 305-316 in ISFI 2014,
NAFI, Sarasota FL (2014).
Quick, V. L., Garbage in – Garbage out: An Evaluation of the National Fire Incident Reporting System (NFIRS) Training in the
Orange County Fire Rescue Department (OCFRD), Natl. Fire Academy, Emmitsburg MD (2011).
Krueger, J., Garbage in? Evaluating the Consistency of the Data Input into the MTFPD NFIRS Compliant Database, Natl. Fire
Academy, Emmitsburg MD (2010).

Solution 1 in
practice

• Make the investigation of significant fires a
task for the national government:
•
•
•
•

Set up a permanent entity for this function;
Hire a cadre of qualified investigators;
Make publicly available all reports;
Publish summaries of findings in journals.

Why is solution 2 needed?

• Buildings under construction or under renovations
have a much higher chance to suffer from fires:
• These fires are likely to be catastrophic.

• Historically important buildings tend to burn down
due to these two main causes:
• Hot work in renovation;
• Arson.

The solution to both problems is the same: A
competent guard service.

Case study 1 - the
Reserve at Lynnwood

Early photograph of the
fire, and result

• The reserve was a large apartment
complex in Lynnwood, Washington that
occupied about 1 city block and had
about 300,000 ft2 (28,000 m2) of space
• It burned down in January 2017;
• $22,000,000 in losses;
• The cause of the fire: an electrical wiring
problem or an electrical heater in one of
the apartments which were under
construction.

Final Result

Timeline of the incident (in hours)
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depart

Last workers
leave

17:00
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seen in a video
camera
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21:10
Lights go out
on the 4th floor
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smoke in a
video camera

19:34

21:26
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[smoke] seen
in a video
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but think it is
an electric
light flickering
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21:27
Same
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20:40

21:31
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roof

21:32
First fire
department
vehicle arrives

• Timeline implications
• A competent guard making their rounds every ½ h would have found
the fire while it was in its early stages;
• But there was no guard service at all.

First fire

Case study 2 –
Glasgow School of Art
• A masterpiece (1896 – 1909) of Charles
Rennie Mackintosh
• May 23, 2014 - First Fire
• First fire could have been prevented by
incorporating a number of standard fire
safety precautions.

• June 13, 2018 – Second Fire
• The repairs of the damages from the first fire
were nearly completed, but the fire sprinkler
system was not finished;
• No report yet on the second fire;
• But it is most likely that a competent guard
service would have prevented the disaster.

Second fire

Case study 3 – Notre-Dame
Cathedral
• April 15, 2019
• A fire broke out in the timbered roof
spaces of the cathedral;
• Informal reports state that the cause of
the fire could have been associated
with the renovations;
• A guard service was present, but the
guards made their rounds only 3 times
a day !!

• More details to emerge
• A proper competent guard service
would have averted the disaster
• This would have required patrolling
difficult-to-access areas.

Solution 2 in
practice

• A competent guard/patrol service for
major buildings that are especially
prone to fire.
• Buildings where construction works
are taking place;
• Buildings prone to arson.

• The rounds must be made every ½
hour.

Why is solution 3 needed?
• Great research advances in fire safety science since 1970s
• But nothing on fire investigations and fire incidents;
• Currently there is only one publication on fire investigation: Fire and
Arson Investigator:
• The technical coverage is limited;
• No articles describing major fires.

• Another journal was published in the U.S. during 1993 – 2009: Fire
Findings
• Provided useful technical information on fire investigations, but is now
defunct.

• There are numerous well-known scientific journals which cover
failures, but they rarely have any articles on fires
• Examples:
•
•
•
•

Journal of Forensic Sciences (Wiley)
Journal of Hazardous Materials (Elsevier)
Engineering Failure Analysis (Elsevier)
Journal of Failure Analysis & Prevention (ASM)

Solution 3
in practice

• Establish a scientific journal (or
journals) to deliver information
pertinent to fire incidents
• These should publish summaries of
findings on serious fires, and an
engineering analysis of this;
• But first we need a cadre of
governmental investigators (and
support engineers) to do the field
work.

Conclusions
• Fire safety technology is well over 150 years old.
• Fire safety science is now about 50 years old, and has
developed much knowledge on fire behavior.
• It produced techniques such as advanced modelling to enable
sophisticated fire safety engineering of buildings.

• But to make further progress, we need to learn from failures.
• Learning from our failures will:
• Lead to improvements in fire safety;
• May enable more economical fire safety solutions.

THANK YOU

